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PYP BROADWAY showcased the talents of 

our little actors performing CS Lewis' 

Narnia: "The Lion, The Witch and the 

Wardrobe" at Tagore Theatre on the 25th 

of November. It was truly a visual treat 

for the audience to see the talented ac-

tors from the Primary Years Programme 

bring the stage at Tagore Theatre to life 

with their dialogues, songs and dance. 

The proceeds of this ticketed show were 

handed over to representatives of Abha-

ya Women's wing, Attapadi tribes, Ward 

No 9 of General Hospital and also for 

sponsoring the further education of a 

student from Thonnakkal HS. 

PYP BROADWAY 
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A treat of music and 

dance for our loving 

children on the special 

occasion of children’s 

day. 

  Children’s Day 
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Children’s day, celebrated on the 1 4 th of November, is one of the most cherished days in our 

school for both students and teachers alike. It is a time for us to reflect on and embrace our 

many wonderful memories as children. This year’s celebration was no exception. The day 

kicked off with an assembly with everyone looking much brighter than usual, in colour dress. 

Conducted entirely by our teachers, we got to witness a medley of songs, dances and, the 

highlight, of course, a solo dance by one of our beloved English teachers. Concluding with a 

few heartfelt speeches from teachers that we’ve known for years, the wonderful assembly 

had every student from Grade 1 right up to Grade 12 in their feet cheering. It was a memora-

ble morning that will be remembered for many days to come.     

      - Manasi Janardan   

                                                                      12 A2 
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Bake Sale 

The IB Bake Sale was quite an exciting 

and a  wonderful experience. The baked 

goods were homemade using the finest 

ingredients. This was for a great cause, 

as all proceeds go to the improvement 

of the amenities of Gandhi Bhavan Shel-

ter.  

                                 - Nikita and Bharath 

                                                  11 IBDP 
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         Honouring the elderly 

As an IB student I have learned that it is not only important 

to become proactive global citizens, but also to be able 

to solve issues in the local community. On November 18th, 

the students of 12DP hosted an interactive session for the 

senior citizens from the school’s locality. We had gone 

around the area, inviting the local residents of Korani, who 

were happy to come visit the school that they helped 

build 13 years ago. The number of attendees was unex-

pected, but we were more than happy to accommodate 

them. The session gave us insight into their world as they 

shared their experiences and even some of the troubles 

they face. However, it wasn’t all just talk: we got some of 

them to showcase their talents, and we joined in with a 

few songs we had prepared for them. What delighted me 

about the whole experience was seeing everyone’s over-

joyed faces and their appreciation for this event. They 

didn’t see us as students who study in an international 

school, but as their own children. Through this experience I 

learned that in order to shape the world, we must begin 

with our own heritage. We need not look far, but like us, 

just outside our window - our own locality. 

                                                         -  Nadeem Shaj      12 DP 
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     Visit to HDFC Bank 

The students of Grade 10 IGCSE 

and ICSE visited HDFC BANK, At-

tingal. He explained about the 

online banking facility which forms 

60% of the transactions these days.  

The manager explained the func-

tions of the different counters in 

their branch, and the common 

banking procedure followed. The 

He answered our questions and 

demonstrated the functioning of 

machine used to identify fake 

notes. 
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Art has been an integral part of 

the curriculum in TRINS, and has 

brought to light some wonderful 

talents. The Annual Art Exhibition 

had the artwork of the students, 

ranging from pencil sketches to 

sculptures, which were displayed 

for viewing on the 18th 
of Novem-

ber. 

  Annual Art Exhibition 
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    FAIR 
SCIENCE 
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A day that gave 

an opportunity to 

foster scientific          

inquiry 
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Effective public speaking 

An interactive session on effective public speaking was organized  for the students of grade 6 on 

15
th
 November 2017. The speaker was Mr. George Jacob, an articulate and experienced member of 

the Gavel Club, Toastmasters.  

Mr. George Jacob  spoke about ways to overcome stage fright and communicate effectively to an 

audience. Giving examples of great speakers from the past and present, Mr. Jacob gave tips to 

speak fluently and evaluate  one’s speaking skills. The session that began with Mr. Jacob addressing 

a solemn group of students soon turned into an excited discussion with students vying with each 

other to express their opinions and views. The reassuring and confident way of the speaker helped 

students to shed their inhibitions and  participate in the speaking activity that followed.  

The students were unable to hide their disappointment when the presentation came to an end. They 

thanked the speaker for helping them slay the dragons of fear and doubt, and turning them into 

confident orators.   

-Ms Libi Joshi 
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  Hostel 

The hostel students had an opportunity 

to visit the zoo and the Sree Chithra 

Art gallery in the city of Trivandrum. It 

was very interesting as we came 

across many different cultures and 

their artworks; which really enlight-

ened us all on the importance of art. I 

guess its’ what they say, “A picture can 

speak a 1000  words.” At the zoo, we 

witnessed a variety of exotic species 

which was interesting.                        

            - Bharat 11DP 
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